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ABSTRACT:

The work described in this paper appears to be the
first attempt to set up a fairly complete simulation
model of outdoor recreational travel. At present this
model is being used to formulate and evaluate nEnage
ment policies for the Geelong Legion" It seems
likely that the methodology could have wide application;
however a number of issues still await resolution - the
formulation of a suitable list of socio-economic
descriptoIs l the aggregation problem l the problem of
reportage of vacational travel - are but a few. Never'
the less recreational travel is a large and growing
percentage of all travel and the provision of access
and the presentation of environmental stability at
sites requires informed decision-making - models such
as this can assist.

A possible shortcoming of the Geelong model is that it
does not offer any insights into how d~mand will be
influenced by changes in site conditions l other than
site access costs. The paper has presented a theoretical
framework for including attitudinal data into the model
structure which will improve the model's ability to cope
with such changes. It is important to note that the
inclusion of attitudinal data does not change the logic
of the model structur'e; it merely adds more explanatory

variables.
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OUTDOOR RECREATION MODELLING

INTRODUCTION

One has only to dr'ive down to a Melbourne bayside
beach on a Sunday in mid sununeI to .realise that recr'eation
travel is a significant component of the t,otal demand for
road usage.. Recreation travel is causing road congestion
which in many instances is as high as that occurring during
t,he weekday peak hours and the :recreators t,hemselves a:r"e
often inflicting severe damage on environmentally sensitive
recreation areas.. Despite the importance of the problem
ve:ry little research has been carried out to study the natu:re
of rec:r'eat,ion travel demand; most of the work undert,aken t,o
date in the field of travel demand modelling has concentrated
on the factor's which influence mode choice for weekday work
trips or, more recently, shopping and social trips ..

This paper summarises work undert,aken for t,he Victorian
Depa:rtment of Youth Sport and Rec:reation and t,he Geelong •
Regional Commission to develop a model to help identify
recreation sites with the Geelong(l) Region where excessive
demand seemed likely to cause environment,al damage.. A related
requirement was for the model to predict and evaluate the
likely responses to demand management procedures - pIincipally
pricing and access costs - but also to long run changes in
demographic st,:r:ucture. .Moreover' the effects of any policy had
to be explored in full: the different responses of competing
sites and of competing :regions as well as t,he effect on parti
cipation in recreational activities were all to be dimensions
of the model"

A possible shortcoming of the Geelong demand model
described he:r:e is that it does not offer any insights into how
demand will be influenced by changes in site conditions,
other than changes in generalised cost of access to the site ..
That is, it, fails to take account of those factors which
relate to the "supplyll of recreation facilities. For example,
an a~ea may be popUlar for bushwalking because of its
natural stat,e. 11 Improving 11 the area by developing toilets
and picnic tables may mean that the demand fo~ use of the area
by bushwalkers will decrease but the overall use of the area
will incr'ease because more picnicke:r:s come into the area"
Such changes in usage patterns cannot be predicted by the
Geelong model which is concer'ned with future levels of demand
given that the :relative "attractiveness ll of sites to under
take specific activities remains unchanged" This shortcoming
is not as rest,rictive as one might imagine when t,he strategic
nature of the policy formulation for' which the model has been
developed is made clear.

The paper concludes with a discussion of the way in
which at,titudinal data could be collected and used to improve
the "behavioural ll basis of the demand model ..

1 See Fig. 1
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SKINNER & SYMONS

THE GEELONG RECREATION STUDY

Geelong (see Figs" 1 and 2) is a city of more than
110,000 people.. Since the war, the city has seen the devel
opment of a significant heavy manufacturing industry" The
city is situated at the neck of a wide peninsula separating
Bass Strait and Port Phillip Bay.. The southeIn shores of
the peninsula alternate between rugged and picturesque cliffs
and excellent surfing beaches; the northern and easter'n
shoIes offer protected swimming and boat launching" To the
nor:th of the city two small mountain ranges, the You Yans
and t,he Brisbane Ranges, provide opportunities for walking
and picnicking.

Apart from Geelong itself, demand for these facili
ties is greatly influenced by the large conurbation of
Melbourne (population 2.6 million), situated only 74 kms to
t,he north-east along a fast freeway" The only other signifi
cant influence is the small city of Ballarat (population
60,000),50 krns to the north-west ..

Br'oadly, the purpose of the study was to develop a
model to help to identify sites where excessive demand seemed
likely to cause environmental damage"

The model requirements suggested a disaggregate
appr'oach - that is, t,o synthesise for each site k a demand
schedule

(1)

where T~ is the annual number of tr'ips made to k by an individual
s descr~bed by a vector SES(S),and paying a total cost COSTS,
This method offered a number of advantages" Firstly it makes
ext,r'emely parsimonious use of the data - each sampled recrea
tionist provides one complete observation.. Secondly, Tk can
provide insights into individual motivations and behaviour ..
Aqainst this the initial output of the models is not in
suitable form for policy analysis. This problem is overcome
by aggregating the models over all individuals in the market ..

The data used in calibrating the Geelong models were
collected from nearly 1800 individuals from 800 households
in the urban areas of Melbourne, Geelong and Ballarat" Each
respondent was r'equired to recall all holidays and outdoor
recreation activities undertaken over the previous 12 months ..

An obvious question is how accurately can an indivi
dual recall all events undertaken over' a 12 month period" To
aid memory recall respondents were shown a map of the study
area and instructed to mark each place they had visited. The
maps tended to discipline the respondents I train of thought
and helped keep both interviewer and interviewee interest
alive over the period of the interview.. There is some
evidence to suggest that respondents tended to overestimate
the number of times they went to particUlar sites if these
sites were v'isited infrequently" There is an unconscious
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OUTDOOR RECREATION MODELLING

tendency for occasional visits to a site (e"g" a visit
which may have been made 2 years earlier) to be brought
forward to the past 12 months.. It is difficult to see how
such overestimation can be avoided short of asking respon
dents to keep annual recreation diaries, or interviewers
spending more time probing each response to ensure more
accurate recall.. If this study were t,o be repeated,
interviewe:rs would be instructed to pr'obe for accuracy parti
cularly when respondents claim to have been to a site onZy
once in the past 12 months"

It seems reasonable to assume that the extent of such
response Qverestimat,ion decreases as the number of times an
individual reports to have visited a site increases. For
example, if a r'esponden t claims to visit the You Yangs
every weekend, then one can safely assume that this is more
or less the case"

Evidence from other surveys undert,aken by the
Victorian Ministry for Tourism indicates that people tend to
underestimate the number of holidays undertaken when asked
to recall over a 12 month period.. (A more suitable period is
reported to be about one month,,) The extent of the under
estimate has not been analysed.

Very little is known about how important these
biases are in their effect on recreation demand analyses of
the sor:t attempted in the Geelong Recreation Study. It may
be that the overestimates associated with site visit recall
are compensated by the underestimate of holiday partici
pation" (In a later section it is reported that the study's
estimate of number of visitors to t,he You Yangs indicates
that the data produced overestimat,es of visi t,Ol:' rates
(possibly by as much as 50%».

A further problem associat,ed with the sample related
to lack of information on activities undertaken by only a
small pr:oportion of the popula.tion.. Many such minority acti
vities are impoItant, as they can seriously affect the
environmental stability of an area" If, for example, only
20 of a sample of 2000 individuals :report,ed t,o have under
taken dune-buggy activities, then very little rigorous work
could be undertaken to "model" this behaviour, More informa
tion could be gathered by interviewing only dune buggy
drivers on site. This additional information can be used for
developing models provided the new observations are weighted
by their mar'ket proportion"

The Model

Activities, Sites, Regions Before describing the
model structure in detail, we shll first establish a voca
bulary.

The following activities were identified as being of
primary inter'est:
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SKINNER & SYMONS

1" Visit,ing a beach

2" Surf swimming

3 _ Prot,ected Beach Swimming

4. Surfboard riding

5. Fishing

6. Bushwalking

7" Picnicking

8. Auto touring"

The household survey collected information on 23
specific recreation sites within the Geelong region; 13 were
chosen finally fOI modelling pUIposes (see Fig" 2):

1" Lorne

2.. Anglesea

3.. Bells Beach

4. Torquay

5, Breamlea

6. Barwon Heads

7. Point Lonsdale

8. Queenscliff

9. Indented Heads

la.. PortaIlington

11.. Easter Beach

12" You Yangs

13" Brisbane Ranges ..

Whereas these sites compet,e with each other for the
patronage of I'ecreationists, they also compete with sites
not in the Geelong Region. Accordingly it was necessary to
int,!'oduce formally the notion of a region into the stI'ucture,
and t,o develop models of regional demand" The regions
considered were (see Fig. 1):

1" The Gee10ng Region

2" The Dandenongs

3. South Gippsland

4. Western Port

5. North-East

6. Ballarat

7. Melbourne

8.. Otways

9. Western Victoria

10. NOIth-West
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OUTDOOR RECREATION MODELLING

The model aims at simulating out,door' recreational
behaviour in a fairly complete way_ Essentially the struc
ture is a development from an outline by Gilbert (1974)"
We distinguish trips made fx'om home (day trips) and trips
made from a holiday location (holiday trips). Day t,rips are
seen as arising from a sequence of four events:

(1) an individual chooses to participate in a given
activity-i; write xCi) for the probability ..

(2) t,he individual embarks on a
vity i day trips annually;
expected number.

certain number of acti
write N(i) for the

F'Of'.T
PHfLLlP

BAY

(3) t,he individual chooses a region 9 for his activi
ty-i day trips; write Ri (g) for the probability ..

(4) the individual chooses a site k within 9 for his
activity-i day trips; write Dig(k) for the
probabili ty ..

If we assume that regional and site choice are inde
pendent of trip frequency then the expected number of acti
vity-i t,rips made by a given individual to k in 9 is

(2)

This does not include trips made from holiday locations.
However, examination of the data showed that an insiqnifi
cant number of day trips was made from holiday locations to
alternative sites.. No doubt t,his says as much about the
sample I s ability to recall holiday behaviour as it, does about
the behaviour itself. In any case we were forced to assume
that, all holiday activities were undertaken at the holiday
site; this assumption leads to

(3)
I 'I I

T.
k

= X(i)N (i)R. (g)D. (k)
1. 1. 19

where for a given individual and each activity i

is the expected number of holiday trips to
site k,

X(i)
,

N (i)

is as before

is the expect,ed number of tx ips while on
holiday

is the probability of choic_e of region 9 in
which to holiday

is the probability of choice of holiday site k
within g at which to stay ..
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where (t,s) is to be thought of as utility and is a linear
function of t,he attributes of t and s:

log N(i)

p(s,t) = exp!y(t,s)LexpU(t,r)
I

U(t,s) = ES.t.+Ea s
jJJrn IUlTI

( 4)

(5 )

( 6)

l::a.s.
j J l

where Sj is a vector of Bocie-economic descriptors of the
individual and aj is a vector of parametex'S: this relat,ion
ship was estimated by regression ..

Thus the given individual makes Tik+Tik annual
trips to site k for activity it and attention is focused
on t,he seven separate sub-models that determine this quan
tity.. Fig. 3 I'epresents the inter-relationships between
the sub-models"

where tj and srn ar"e vectors of attributes of t, and s respec
tively, and Si and urn are vectors of parameters.. These
parameters are est,imated by maximum likelihood techniques;
hypothesis testing may be based on t-st,atistics associated
with the estimates. Details may be pursued in Charles
River Associates (1972), but for our pur"pose the principal
insight into the structure is that the pal:ameters may be
thought of as rnar:ginal utilities"

The logistic function is of use in describing
choice bet,ween a number of dissimilar alternatives by a
number of dissimilar individuals.. It is assumed that the
probability that individual t chooses alternative s is
given by

Each of the seven sub-models has, as in dependent
variables, the Bocie-economic characteristics of the indi
vidual recreationist" The specificat,ions of the seven
models are set out in Table 1. It will be observed that
models are of two types, log-lineal: and logistic.. The former
t,akes the form

The Participation Model, X(i) Table 2 sunuuarises
those fact,ors found to have a signifigant effect on X(i),
the probability that an individual will undertake aotivity
i" The + or - indicates t,he direction of the effect, and
the number in brackets is t,he t,-statistic (1).. All signs are
plausible and the relative magnitudes of the t-statistics
appeal: about right.

The Day~Trip Frequency Model, -N(i) Table 3
summarises those factors having a signifigant influence on

1 In general our intention is to give only the flavour of
the results; the t-value will be the limit of our statis
tical report,age"
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lOglstic function

log-linear

10glstic funct10n

logistic function

log-linear

logistic function

lOglstic function

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

(See Dig (k))

N( I)

(See Ri(g))

socio-econOffilC descrlptors
of the individual, site
characteristics of k

socio-econom c descriptors
of the indiv dual, reg10nal
characterist cs of 9

socio-economic descrlptors
of the 1ndividual

socio-economic descriptors
of the individual

Table 1 - SUb-Models

DESCRIPTION

probability that holiday trip ln Region q
lS directed to site k

probability of individual holidaYlng in
Region 9

as for N(i1 for activities while on holi
days

probabil ity that an activity i trip
is directed to region 9

probability that 1n activity i trip
to region 9 is directed to site k

expected number of activity i trips
made by a g1ven particlpant

probability that a glven lndiv1dual
participates in activity 1

,
Dig(k)7

,
5. N (i)

6. R;(9)

3. Ri (g)

4. Dig(k)
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ACTIVITIES

Vi sitin~ Surf Protected :::.urt Fishin~ Bush>lalkin~ Picnicking Auto
V~RIASlES !leach :::,wlmnl1n~ Beach Board Touring

SWirrm1ng Ridinq

L If MALE: , , , .
{.1.92) (1.10) (4.201 (S .Bl) (-1.02)

2. If cor,pleted scc- , , , , ,
ondary Education (2.311 (2.731 (1.301 (2.ool i 1.25)

J. If empioycd in . , , ,
'JSS1Ye Ef;".ployment 12.30) (2.72) (2.00) (2.(7)

4. Distance to nearest . . ..
Facility; ( -L09) [-1.24) ( ·5.03) ( ~2.10) (~1.041

-
5. If aged 13-20 , ,

(4.88i 7.941
b.. If aged 21-34

(/12) 0\0\ [6~141 (-1.~951
,

1.55), If aqed 35-50
(~i ~09) (-2~79)

8. If aged> 60 vears
'·ull (-1:61 ) (~3:59

9. Adiusted lncQ(;le
(2~761

,
(2.07)

W. Born in Australia ,
(-2.08) (-1.02! (~1.94) (2.17)

H. No. of Children , , , , , •
(2.53) (2.92) (2.71) (2.68) (1. 94) (1.32).

12. ;"0. of llabi~s

(~i~9l)

tJ. No Access to Car . .
(~1 25) (~2.371 (l :181 (-2.68) ( -2.35) \ -1 60) ( .3.05)

14. If lIncrr:p loved ,
(j~J31f] .60

Blank cells i~dic~te that tile partlcuiar characteristic did not have ~ statistically siqnificant effect (t< LO) on the
in<;!ivldual's probability of undertaking the activitv in question, 01' th~t the vari'lble waS not tested for certain reasons.

+ • variablp has a positive influence on probability of pnrtic1pat1ng in activity

- ~ v~riable has a negatIve " "

Table 2 - The effect which each socio-economic factor has on
'the probability of under~aking each a:c-tTVlty ---- --
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S](INNER & SYl'DNS

the frequency wit,h which an individual undert,akes a parti
cular activity, given that he participatee. The last
rider - that we ar'e dealing wit,h only the corrunitted 
accounts for the occasional result, that seems to run
counter to intuition.. For example, it will be observed
that t,he presence of young babies appears to have a positive
effect on surfboard riding" The point is, of CQllI'Se f that
if a parent is sufficiently motivated to participate at aZZ~

he will presumably participate quite strongly ..

The frequency analysis was undertaken also for holi
day. t,rips - that is, trips undert,aken from holiday loca
t,ions" The results a:re similar and are not presented"

The Regional Choice Model, Riisl The schema out
lined in a lat.er sect1.0n requires nlne regional choice
models, one for each activity., For economy t,hese activi
ties were merged int,o three:

(a) Surf beach activities (Surf Swirruning, Surfboard
Riding)

(b) Other beach Activities (Visiting Beach, Protected
Beach Swimming, Fishing, Power Boating)

(c) Non-Beach activities (Bushwalking, Picnicking,
Touring) •

(a) Surf beach activities.. The models and the t-statis.;,.
tics associated wit,h the estimation of the Surf Beach Acti
vities model are summarised in Table 4., The utility (or
choice stimulus) of each of the six alternatives is a
linear' sum of generalised cost of travel to each choice
Region (1), income, and the t,wo dummy variables (and also
a const,ant term)" The relative magnitudes of t,he t-statis
tics indicate that the principal explanator is the measure
of separat,ion, Generalised Cost" On t,he other hand, income
and job type have small but measurable influences on choice ..

1 "Gener'alised cost" is a concept borrowed from transport
planningi it is a linear combination of the vehicle
operating cost of travel and a cost derived from t,he
time taken to make the trip"
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Table 3 - The effect which each socio-economic factor has on the
Fpequency wi t~ \Vh~C~_i3.C:.~__ac!-_ivi_~~.~_Y_~0_~E_~?ken _-'~ay -Tr:~~)

ACTIVITIES

Visiting Surf Protected Surf Fishing Bushwal king Picnicking Auto
Beach Swimming Beach Board Touri ng

$w1mmino Riding
1- If i'1ALE: +

(1.05\

I 2. If completed secon-
(-l:351

+
[-1:62)dary education O.O6}

I o. If €mpiOved in +
paSSlve empl0r-ment i 1.41\,. Distance to near-

[-2:331
- - -

(3:4)cs t filCil itv 1-5. 5"L----l.:.l.JiJL-l::1JLL
5. If <1tled 13·20

I
6. If aged 21-34 - + -

(J .08) (1.12) (-4.00)

7. If aqed 35-60

8. If aged 60 > years il:271 Il~50)
9. Adjusted income - -
10. !f born in - - - +
- Australia (-3.12) ( -J .14)

11. No. of children -
1-1:43) [-2:921

+
(-1.36) (1. 96)

11. NIL of Babies - + +

I
( -1 09) (1.36) (1. 55)

13. If no Access to + + - + -
CU 11.54) (J .10 I (-2.20) (1.90) ( -1.5lj

14. If Unempioyed + - - +
(1.19) (-J.. 14) [-1.39) (1.19)

Sce Table 1 for notes on blank cells.

Note th",t these findings rel",te onlY to lndividuaIs who have undertaken the actiVlty at icalJ"/; ol1ce in the past 12 months.
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SKINNER & SYMONS

Table 4 .- Surf Beach Activities Region Choice Model
(t-Stat,istic associated with each explanator)

-,0--

'" ~
~.,.-I~ ~ I " " ill " H "

00 '" 00 ill 0 " "'"0 <J) 0Region r-I ".-I +' "'''' +'+' H I " ro',,"'; +'+'
ill '" ~ "''' 00"'" c-< ~ ~ ", Ul "ill ill o ...-1 l{j ill 0 ill ill 0 +' ill Q)".-I<Cl," Ul<Clc-< "'''''" >8.0 0'" S:~

General- -32.1 -32 .. 1 -32 .. 1 -32 .. 1 -32.1 -32.1ised
Cost,

If age
> 35 0 .. 52 -0 .. 51 -L09 -L59 -0 .. 24

Income 2 .. 36 2 .. 14 3 .. 36 L13 L28

If blue -2 .. 94 0 .. 65 -2 .. 19 -3.42 -2 .. 70collar
worker

The remaining two models (fOI' activity groups b and c)
were simpler in structure: the only significant variable
appeared to be Generalised Cost"

Table 5 compares the mean General Cost elasticities(l) for
the models and the major choice regions.. Observe the
complexity of the response. First, the elasticities vary
across activitie,g;' typically surfers are not much
influenced by cost. changes, ordinary beach-goers rather
more; non-beach recreational activities, however, tend to
be quite price elast,ic.. Second, the response varies
across regions .. This complexity is, we must confess, re
assuring - it part-vindicates our labyrinthine approach ..

I.. Price elasticity of demand concerns the relationship
between price and demand.. It is the ratio between
the proportional increase in demand caused by a
small price decrease and the proportional decrease ..
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(a) Surf
Beach
Activ
it,ies

Region

4

-32 .. 1

~ r.1odel
)lanator)

8

D

(bl Other
Beach
Activ
ities

0 .. 3 1..2 0 .. 6 0.4 1..0 1..9

ld c)
Tariable

(c) Non
Beach
Act,iv
ities

0 .. 8 2 .. 7 1..3 0 .. 8 0.2 2.8

'5 (1) for
the
.es vary

~ather

tend to
·'ies
is, re
)roach ..

The Site Choice Model, D. (k)19

As suggested in §2 .. 2, a site choice model was
developed for each of the nine activities.. All the
models had essentially the same structure as the regionaZ
choice models" All included generalised cost of travel
to the site as an explanator and this was invariably the
most powerful variable" Other variables wer'e

an attractiveness variable (related to
length of beach or area of park)

age (a dummy on 20-35 age group)

l.onship
:ween
a
~rease ..

occupation (a dummy on blue collar
workers)

In general these variables were highly significant ..

The price elasticities across activities are of general
interest,,, A.s before, they depend on t,he choice - in this
case the site" Table 6 sets out the median elasticity ..
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Table 6 - Site Choice Elasticities
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Again, there is a striking non-uniformity in
response to price changes" The figuI'es provide an
interesting insight into site choice behaviour" It
appears, for example, that any change in generalised
cost of travel to a site (by imposing tolls, parking
charges or allowing roads to depreciate I for example)
will have least effect on the number of surfboard
riders (e=0.05): differences in cost of travel are
presumably regarded as less important than finding
good surf" On the other hand picnickers (e=+0.74)
and bush walkers (e=+3 .. 17) seem to be more sensitive
to generalised cost of travel, close sites are more
readily accepted ..

Holiday Site and Region Choice Models The two
holiday models, Rl.{g) and Di (k) in Table 1, are quite
similar to their trip analog~es and we shall not discuss
them at any length ..

The explanatory variables were:-

generalised cost
income
age
feasibility of undertaking activities
at site"

The last variable needs comment" v~hereas separate
holiday models were not calibrated for each activity
type; it is clear that participation in given
activities conditions choice of holiday sites wherein
those activities are possible. This influence was
reflected by an indicator of joint participation of
individuaZain a particular activity and the
possibiZity D,f undertaking the activity at the site"
In fact" this variable was quit,e successful ..
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is the population of zone j

is a vect,o:r of zonal means of
socio-economic descriptior:s of j

represents the composite demand
function described in §2.

COST is the cost of t:ravel from zone j
jk to site k

and

whe:re

C
k

;:C"J 1J

This can be a complex problem; our solution
was to adopt the zonal classification used by the
Australian Census, and to assume that the demand
generated by each such zone may be represented by the
disaggr:'egate demand functions evaluated at t,he zonal
means.. In other words, referring to equation (1) in
§ I, the demand for:' site k gener:ated by the inhabitant,s
of zone j is

To obtain aggregate annual demand ckat a site k it is
now a matter: of summing over all zones j:

This procedure entails admitted biases (see
fo:r example McFadden (1975); however:' the simplificat,ions
involved were simply too inviting to pass up ..

The efficiency of this str:uctur:'e depends, of
course, on its ability to pr:edict change, and the
elasticities which are built into or may be derived
fIom the models are pIobably as effect,ive a policy datum
as predictions of levels of demand ..

There are very few opportunities available to
compar:e model estimat,es wit,h site counts" The most
r:eliable on-sit,e sur:veys have been undertaken at the You
Yangs Forest Park where the total number of annual
visitors has been estimated with the aid of a road
traffic countex, and the origin of visitors estimated
by on-site surveys" A comparison of these results with
the model estimates is presented in the following
table:

The models desc:ribed in § 2 are rich in insight,s
into recr:eational behaviour, nevert,heless they do not
provide the information required by site managers:
numbers of visitors in parks and on beaches" To obtain
this infor:mation, the individual demands need t,o be
surruned across the entire market ..

Aggregating the Sub Models
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32 .. B%

17, 1%

12" 8%)

19,,0%;49%

17" 1%)

332,000

Bodel
Estimate

23,,1%

28,1%

220,000

On-Site
Information

51. 2%

(N = 555)

(i) Annual Visitors

(ii) Origin of Trips:

Suburbs East of Melbourne

Suburbs West of Melbourne

Coria

Rest of Geelong

Elsewhere

Table 7

Comparison of On-Site and model-Zed usage Information for
You Yangs

It should be emphasised that the models have
been developed as a tool for predicting future changes
in patterns of participation so that planners and park
managers will be able to predict where and when the
major points of pressure are likely to occur" In this
respect the absolute magnitude of visitors at any site
may not be critical as it is a knowledge of future
changes that is of most use to the planner.. If an
area is presentZy under threat o,f environmental
degradation because of over-use~ then it is the
reZat'ive change from the present position that one is
interested in more than the present visitor rate, If
the present visitor rate to the You Yangs is considered
to be close to the maximum that the park can
accommodate without endangering wild life and
vegetation in the area, and environmental scientists
predict that an increase greater than, say, 5% in the
annual visitor rate will cause irreparable harm to the
area, then Forest Commission manager wilZ be keen to
be advised on means of' controZZing visits to the area
rather than with inf~rmation on the absoZute visits,.
That is, for planning policy work, relative changes
from the status quo are usually more relevant to
management decisions than absolute levels of demand ..

The relative accuracy with which the origin split
has been estimated reflects the sensitivity of t,he
Region and Site choice models and indicates that
location choice will be responsive to changes in
population set,tlement patterns and site access "costs".
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That is, whilst the Geelong models may overestimate
act,ual trip production rat,es (perhaps by up to 50%)
the models appear to be sensitive for use in predict,ing
fut,ure reZative changes of site usage"

?olicy Formulation

The model developed for the Geelong Recreation
Study has offered sit,e and regional planners/managers
with insights int,o future levels of demand" An example
of the type of output produced is illustrat,ed in 
following Tables., Table 8 represents a breakdown by
activity of visit to each site as estimated for the
year 1986" These estimates are based on a particular
population growth pattern for this year; the
population in each zone of aggregat,ion, the age/sex
distribution of this population, the level of un
employment, level of adjusted income, etc" The figures
in Table 8 represent demand based on what was regarded
as the "most likely" population distribut,ion for 1986"

Table 9 represents total visit,or growth rates for
each site between the years 1976 and 1986" These estimates
are also available broken down by visitors' place of
residence, and by whether the visitor was making a day
t,ri'l? or the tr ip whilst, on holidays"

The second stage of the Geelong Recreation
St,udy has involved the formulation of a recreation site
development strat,egy for the Geelong Region. The
remainder of this section gives a broad outline of how
the model has been used t.o assist, in developing such a
strategy ..
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Table 8 - Annual Frequency of Visits to Sites by Activity ('OO's) _ Results of Model
- Predicted for Jan-Dec 1986
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Table 9 - Total Number of Visitors to Site (000)

1986

Si te 1976 Total % Increase
over 1976

---------
Lorne 1098 1395 27 1

Aireys Inlet 305 400 311

Anglesea 1077 1383 284

Bell s Beach 235 293 24.6

Torquay 1414 1654 169

Breamlea 171 194 135

Barwon Heads/O .Gv. 1454 1795 23. 5

Pt Lonsdale 308 387 25. 6

Queenscliff 442 546 23.5

St Leonards 584 748 28 1

Portar 1i ngton 824 1038 259

Eastern Beach 533 630 18.2

You Yangs 331 420 26 8

Br isbane Ranges 207 255 23 2
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The predicted increase in visits to a site is
available by activity (Table 8), by place of origin and
by day/holiday breakdown.. The managers of a site are
then faced with the following proposition for each
activity undertaken at the site:

"In the next 10 years it is expected that the
number of visits to this site to undertake
activity X will increase by x peI cent".,

Management options open to the managers include:

(a) If the site is capable of taking the
extra x% without straining existing
resources then the management authority
might decide to "do nothing" by
keeping expenditure on the site at
its present level to maintain the
site in its present condition"

(b) If the x% increase is going to cause
a deterioration of the existing
environment beyond the level which
present maintenance expenditure can
hold then the management authority
must decide on a preferred
development policy.. Such a policy
might include:

i) maintain expenditure at
present level and knowingly
allow the environment to
deteriorate

(ii) Implement increased
expenditure programs so that
the site can withstand the
pressure of increased visitor
levels (at beach sites, for
example, such policy might vary
from fencing off sand dunes which
might be threatened by site
visitors, to completely re
structuring the site by building
retaining walls, resurfacing car
parks, etc.) The scale of
programs will depend on the
availability of resources and
expectations about the type of
future environment foY· the area.

(iii) Restrict visitors to the area
so that the level of usage of
the site does not exceed a pre
determined "critical" level.
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A number of management policies are available
should the planning authority decide that the existing
environment should be preserved by restrict,ing the
number of visitors to a site, or: region as a whole.
In each case the demand model will be able to provide
some guidance on the effectiveness of each policy"

For example, suppose an authority decides to
restrict the number of people at a particular site by
I'elocat,ing the car park further away from the site
thereby increasing the "generalised cost" of travel
to the site" By rerunning the whole model it would
be possible to assess the redistribution of trips
to sites within the Region" Prior to any model
running however, an examination of the elasticities
in Table 6 would give the analyst a reasonably
reliable feel for the likely effect of each policy,
If, for example, a site is under threat of
environment,al deterioY'ation due to an increase in
the number of picnickers (e=O .. 74), a policy which
increases the generalised cost of travel to the site
will have a far more significant effect on the visitor
level than if the policy was aimed at det,erring
fishermen (e=O.58) or t more particularly, surfboard
riders (e=O.05).

On a regional scale the model is ideally suited
for: assessing the effects of major freeway links on
recreation travel patterns within Victoria; the
opening of the Westgate Bridge which will link the
East,ern suburbs of Melbourne and the main Geelong
Road with a high speed road link will increase the
number of people travelling to the Geelong Region ..
Table 5 indicates that, this will be true particularly
for "surfbeach activities" (e=O"l) and "other beach
activities" (e=O,,3), with reZatively fewer people
using the bridge to travel to the Geelong Region to
undertake non-beach outdoor recreation act,ivities
{e=O.81.
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Par't of the theory presented in this section was
developed in a study of recreation demand modell.
ing undertaken for the Australian Bureau of Trans,
port Economics" The attitudinal questions are
after those used in a survey undertaken for the
Victorian Ministry for Conservation and the Country
Roads Board in a study of out.door recreation on
the Mornington Peninsula. The opinions expressed in
this sect,ion are those of the authors and not
necessarily those of these authorities.

It is important to note that the Geelong
Recreation Study approach relates reported individual
behaviour to individual characteristics d-ire(!tly~
without reference to any underlying psychological
motivations. Individuals have attitudes to each
component of the "recreation experience ll

, and it -is
these attitudes that uZtimately determine individual
behaviour"

Because disaggregate models of the sort developed
in the Geelong Recreation study are calibrated on the
observed patterns of recreation choice of individuaZs,
they are connnonly referred to as being "behaviouralll"
To the extent that individual recreation choice has
been modelled against Bocio-economic and site
characteristics it is possible to say that the study has
produced models of recreation "behaviour" which are
suitable for use in policy analysis. However, the
models are not "behavioural" if by that term we mean
that individual attitudes and perceptions of choice
attributes underlie the modelling process ,.

DEVELOPING A MORE BEHAVIOURAL BASIS FOR THE MODEL(l)

The past 2 years have seen a growing body of
theory and practice in the field of transport planning
which demonstrates that attitudinal data can be
successfully used to improve the reliability of trans
port planning models. For example, Recker and Golob
(1976) have used attitudinal ratings of descriptive
attributes of travel modes in an attempt t,o improve
the "t,raditional" modal choice modelling techniques"
Such attJ:::ibutes included features such as "comfort",
reliability of service", II safet y ", lIopportunity to read ll

etc"
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vle wish now to address the problem of how
attitudinal data could be included in any future
recreation demand study.. It is suggested that
future surveys should collect. two types of information:

(a) Data sui table for reproducing t,he
11 conventional 11 analysis of t,he Geelong
Recreation Study; viz, individual
Bocio-economic and I'ecreation travel
information ..

(b) Attitudinal data which will be of use
in providing a descr ipt,ion of the
motivations which link individual socio
economic characteristics and reported
recreation behaviour" Conventional
analyses such as the Geelong Recreation
Study bridge these intermediate
cognitive steps with the one structure
(the single regression or logit
analysis), and in so doing provide no
insight into the underlying decision
making process of the individual ..

A Theoretical Framework

The theoretical basis proposed he~'I is
Anderson's Information Integration theory ) as pro
selytised, in particular, by Louviere (1977). This
approach will place any future analysis within a
rigorous theory of perception and cognition and
one wherein great emphasis is placed on developing true
specifications of the underlying psychological laws"
By this means it is hoped that, the behavioural cont,ent
of any data analysis will be enlarged both with the
inclusion of new socio-economic variable and a more
sensitive analysis of the old"

Attitudes to Activities The way in which
attitudinal data could be included in the analysis of
recreation travel demand is illustrat,ed in Fig" 4"

In Boxes 1 and 2 we are searching for a
statistical relationship between individual socio
economic characteristics and attitudes to particular

1 The keen student is referred to a series of
Technical Reports by Anderson (1976), Center for
Human Information P1'oces.sing~ University of
California, La Ja1la"
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"A(S) = "A(oA,i(S) •...• oAi(S) )

1
Attitudes to undertaking activity A at site S are
determ1ned by an indiv1dual 's attitude to the site
as supplier of facilities for the salient attr1
butes

1 • e.

5. I Attitudes towards attribute (X) at site (S)
determined by the physical supply of "attributes"
at that site and, perhaps, person type

Le. 0l.x(S) = 0A.X(P(S.X),SESi )

6.

Fig.4 - The Geelong Recreation Model Structure
Modifled to Include Attitudinal Data

!

P(i particIpates 1n A) = PIa' ,SES.)
A 1

1. e.

1. Indivldual (i) attitudes to attributes (X) of
outdoor recreation activities are determined
by socio-economic factors (SES)
Le. B~ = BX(SES i )

2. An ndividual 's attitude to a particular
act vity (A) 1S determined by attitudes to the
sal ent attributes of activities (of which
these are T)

1 ( 1 1)1.€. 0A = 0A Si.··· ,BT

3. The probability of an lndiv1dual i particlpating
in an activity A 15 jOlntly dependent on the socio
economic characteristics of i and h1S attitude to A:

4. Given that an indiv1dual will undertake activity A.
the number of activity trips to site S 15 dependent
on attitude to S for activity A as well as person
type (possibly only distance to S)

Le. Nl(S) = NA(al(S),SES i )
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(ii) An ATTRIBUTE of an activity represents
an inherent quality of an outdoor
recreation experience.. For example,
an outdoor: recreation pursuit can be
classified according to the attributes
of (a) activeness or passivity.,
(b) being an activity undertaken with
friends or whilst alone.} (c) being
dangerous or otherwise, etcH

(i) An ACTIVITY is an outdoor recreation
pastime, such as surf-board riding,
picnicking, trailbike riding, etc"

It is hypothesised that an individual's attitude to an
activity is nothing more than his combined attitudes to
the attributes which he perceives as being salient to
the activity. That is, if an individual perceives
surfboard riding as being (i) very active (ii) invol
ving a lot of time wit,h friends (iii) involving a
certain amount of danger and, (iv) a healthy pastime,
then those 4 att,ributes represent, his .sal ient set.
It is the individual's attitude to these 4 salient
attributes that determine his attitude to surfboard
riding"

activities" To clarify the discussion we need to
define two terms:
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The information required as a basis to analysing these
attitudes could be gained by asking a set of questions
similar to the following:

(a) l\ttitudes to Attributes

A We 3t'e interested to know what you person~l1L Iike 0' dislike aboutrecreation activities, rhe follmdng list of C)lBrac teristic.s describescertain aspects of recreation participation \,~rhat is your :tttitude tothese characteristics? Try not to relate your answers to [lny particul.aractivity which you p::::esently undertake.

Dl.5L1KE J-w
1

,,,
LIKE -85Activities which are [ [ [ ! [ [ [ [ [ J J [ JSTRENUOUS -5 -4 -3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5

Activities under-
[ [ , , , , [ [ [ , , ,taken OUIDOO"'S 5 4 -3 -2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5

Activities requiring
[ [ [ , , [ ,

[ '---I.. [ !some SKIlt/CHAILENGE 5 4 3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5
Activities under- ! [ [ [ [ [ ! ! [ [ ! !taken in LARGE GROUPS -5 -4 3 2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5

Activities which aI'e [ [ ! [ [ [ [ ! , , ! !CONPElrrIVE 5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5

Activities Khich a,e ! I I I I I I ! ! , , !NOr STRENUOUS -5 4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5

Activities which are ! ! ! I [ I ! [ , , [ !PHYSICAll Y DAKCEROUS 5 4 -3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5

Activities l"hleh do
not requin: a great ..1- ! I ! ! ! ! I [ [ [ Iamount of SKIlL -5 4 -3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5
and so on

Note that is is possible to 1I1ike" equally
both STRENUOUS and NON STRENUOUS activities. (Fo~
example, one could T11ikell both playing tennis and
going to the t,heatre,,) It is for this reason t.hat
Iloppositell att.ribut,es may appear in the salient
attribute set ..

A complete list of possible att~ibutes could
be determined in a pilot survey" Brown (1977) has
discussed the ways in which such preliminary survey
work can be undertaken.

The information gained for this question will
provide the basis for developing insight into the
analysis described in, Box 1 of Fig" 4" In fact this
question measures Sx 1
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(b) Attitude to Particular Activities The
following type of question would be asked about activ
ities which are to be modelled:

B Hhat is your attitude to taking p.ar:'t in the following activities .l0urse1i,?
Answer this question for: each activity whether 01 not you have ever done

this ac.tivity

D!SI-1KE
,~~ UKE •• 0<_
ou

~

SURF SWIMMING -5 I, -3 2 0 2 3 4 5

SWHlMING AI A
BAY BEACH 5 4 3 2 -1 0 2 3 4 5

JUSI VISIIING
A BEACH 5 -4 -3 -2 0 2 3 4 5

SURF BOARD
RIDING -5 -4 3 2 0 2 3 4 5

and so on, fo' all activities

This information will enable the choice processes
illust.ated in Box 2 of Fig" 4 to be explored" That
is, combined with the information f:r:om Quest,ion A, t,he
data can be analysed t,o provide an insight into
individual attitudes to a part,icular act,ivity as related
to his attitudes to the activity's salient.att.ributes ..
In fact, t,his question directly measures a~ "

Attitudes to Activity Sites We turn now to
Boxes 5 and 6 in Fig" 4 and discuss the type of
data :r:equir'ed to interpret individual attitudes to
sites" In Box 5 we are inter:'ested in individual
attitudes to a site for under:taking particular
aotivities" That is, f~r each activity the following
type of question is asked of respondents UJho have
undertaken the activity at least once in the past
12 months"
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c.. How would you ra.te the follm"ing as places for surfboard riding?

7

7

always
good
surf

always
clean

6

6

5

54

4

ete

3

32

2

most
unreliable
surf

always
filthy

106

D "How do you rank the follo\1ing characteristics of PORTSEA
as a place to undertake SURF SIWnUNG?1I

(This question is updated for each site and eacll activity
undertaken)

ete

1. RELIABILITY

2 Cl EAN BEACH

BAP 1~1 GooD -PORISEA BACK ~,BEACH 5 I, 3 2 -1 0 2 3 4 5
SORREN'I'O BACK
BEACH -5 -4 3 2 0 2 3 4 5
RYE BACK
BEACH -5 4 2 -1 0 2 3 4 5
GUNNAMAIIA

5 -4 -3 -2 0 2 3 4 5
PI lEO

4 -3 2 0 2 3 4 5
and so on

This question measures a;; (s)

Examination of Box 6 indicates that information
regarding individual attitudes to part,icular
activity attributes at each site would be requiredto provide complete information on site attitudes"This data could be collected in the following way:

iThis question measures o~ XiS)
rt,
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ding?

4 5

4 5

4 5

It is int,eresting to not,e that attitudinal questions
of the type A, Br and C have been asked successfully in
a recent survey undertaken for the Victorian Ministry
for Conservation and the Country Roads Board; details
of this survey will be reported in due course ..
Interviewers have reported that at least half an hour
is required to administer the three questions"
Based on this experience it is estimated that to ad·
minister Question D for 13 sites and 8 activities would
take well over 10 hours per respondent~ It is for
this reason that question type D cannot be asked in
pract,ice, although the relat,ionship expr'essed in Box 4
can be estimated (by simple linear regr'ession) directly
from the data collect,ed from Question e, without having
to derive ol X (S).. Such a short cut will inevitably
reduce the *mount of "behavioural ll insight which the
models will possess ..

4 5 The Attitudinal Data in the Context of the Total Analysis

4 5
In the foregoing discussion we have examined

a theoretical basis for attitudinal analysis and
described the type of questions which would have to
be asked to obtain a suit,able dat,a base for such an
analysis.. From an analysis of the attitudinal data
we will have an understanding of two phenomena,.

Expected levels of individual attit,udes
to activities with respect, t,o the socio
economic characteristics of the individual
ai. An attitude to a single activity (A)
wlll be expressed as a combination of
attit,udes to the salient att,ributes of
that activity ..

An individual's attitude to a particul~r

site (S) for undertaking actlvity A -ai(S)
These attitudes could be related to
the physical attributes of the site ..

(i)

"d
5 ..

'1:

A
(iil

'd

It is important t,o appreciat,e that the main body of
any future survey would still be concer'ned with
collecting socio-economic and r'ecreation participation
data of the sort collected and analysed in the Geelong
Recreation study.. Indeed, Boxes 3 and 4 in Fig" 4 are
nothing more than the Geelong Recreation Model with
ai and ai(S) as new sets of variables"

CONCLUSION

The work described in this paper appears to be
the first, attempt to set up a fairly complete simulation
model of outdoor recreational behaviour, At present
this model is being used to formulate and evaluate
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management pOlicies for the Geelong region.. It
seems likely that the methodology could have wide
application; however a number of issues still await
resolution - the formulation of a suitable list of
socio-economic descriptors, the aggregation problem,
the problem of reportage of vacational travel - are
but a few.. Nevertheless recreational travel is a
large and growing percentage of all travel and the
provision of access and the presentation of
environmental stability at sites requires informed
decision-making - models such as t,his can assist"

A possible Shortcoming of the Geelong model is
that it does not offer any insights into how demand
will be influenced by changes in site conditions,
other than site access costs.. The paper has
presented a theoretical framework for inclUding
attitudinal data into the model str'ucture which will
improve the model's ability to cope with SUch changes ..
It has been demonstrated that the inclusion of
attitudinal data does not change the modelling
logic (See Fig .. 3); it merely adds more
explanatory variables ..
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